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LITTLE THEATRE PRESENTS PLAY AT STATION WSM

Unlimited List For Spring Released

The unlimited list has been released for spring releases.

Applications may now be made for A.A.U.W. Loan Fund

For applications, see your local A.A.U.W. branch for details.

Honor Letter Awards will be awarded.

Radio Amateur Cheats Uncle Sam; Uses No Stamps

The program is going to be used by radio amateurs in various parts of the country.

Council Dance Nets $20 for Fund; 90 Couples Present

The council dance netted $20 for the fund.

Spanish Film Will Be Shown Here Wednesday

The Spanish film will be shown here Wednesday night.

Fulkerson and Swofford Will Head Egyptian War and Peace Will Be Offered At Two Colleges

The theme for the current semester is "War and Peace."
EILEEN

THE MAN OF THE WEEK

By DONALD BRYANT

When the students selected Donald W. Bryant as their class officer for the next two years, the announcement was made, in the words of the Illinois State Register, on February 15, "Mr. B. W. Bryant, an ancient of the University, is a man to be respected and followed. His knowledge of the world is wide, and his influence over the minds of the students is felt strongly in every department." The announcement was made at the time the class officer was announced, but the announcement was made over the air by the same speaker who announced the election of other students. The announcement was made at the time the class officer was announced, but the announcement was made over the air by the same speaker who announced the election of other students.

EILEEN

SPELPH

INVENTIONS

If some of the girls who have grown up around us at the University have been convinced that they could do well in any field of study, it may be because of the influence of their parents. The influence of their parents may be seen in the number of girls who have grown up around us at the University and who have gone on to do well in any field of study. The influence of their parents may be seen in the number of girls who have grown up around us at the University and who have gone on to do well in any field of study.

EILEEN

THE HOTCHPOTCH

By MARVIN FOX

WASHINGTON—The solicitors of the Federal Trade Commission have asked for a hearing to investigate the alleged sale of the National Education Association to the National Education Association's Washington office, and have requested the commission to report on the matter to the House of Representatives.

EILEEN

AROUND WASHINGTON

By WARREN W. COX

WASHINGTON—The solicitors of the Federal Trade Commission have asked for a hearing to investigate the alleged sale of the National Education Association to the National Education Association's Washington office, and have requested the commission to report on the matter to the House of Representatives.

EILEEN

PURCHASING POWER WOULD INCREASE LIFE SPAN

New York, N.Y.—A study by the U.S. Department of Labor has shown that an increase in purchasing power would increase life span. The study, conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, showed that an increase in purchasing power would increase life span.

EILEEN

REMEMBERING THE TRAGEDY

That we may not forget, we are reminded of the tragic events of July 4th. It is a time of sorrow for many of us, but we must remember the words of zost. They say, "If we had not been brother to all the world, we would have been a nation of nations." This is our solemn call to duty. We must remember that we are all brothers and sisters.

EILEEN

The future looks bright for the University of Illinois. It is a promising institution with a bright future ahead. We must do our part to ensure that it continues to grow and prosper for generations to come.

EILEEN

THE NEW MEN

By WILLIAM C. MOORE

The new men of the University are doing an excellent job in working to make the University a better place. They are doing this through their work in student organizations and through their participation in University activities.

EILEEN

QUOTABLE QUOTES

(As Associated Collegiate Press)

"If you think it's hard now, just wait until you're older."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.

"If you want to know where you're going, you must start by knowing where you are."—An old man to a young man.
LISTEN! FELLOWS
BRING YOUR BEST GIRL FRIEND IN TO JAMES. DINE TO THE MELODIC TUNES OF THE HARMONY FOUR.
James Offers the Utmost in Food, Drinks and Service

JAMES CAFE

Pat Patterson
Showing the Latest Word in Suits for Men
PLAIDS — GABERDINES — STRIPES
In Fancy or Plain Backs—Single or Double Breasted
In Stock Sizes or Made to Your Measure
Reasonably Priced
$22.00 to $35.00

GEM
CARBONDALE
Sunday and Monday

"I love you
WHEN SHE SAYS SHE SAYS A FRONT PAGE FULL!
"—because the kind of love it

"POWER—YOUNG—AMECHE
LOVE IS NEWS"

SLIM SUMMERVILLE • DUDLEY DIGGES
WALTER CATLETT • GEORGE SANDERS
JANE DARWELL • STEPHEN FISCHT
PAULINE MOORE
Directed by Ter Gannett
Assistant Photography by Carl and Harold Urban
Music by Robert Soileau

Also J. Edgar Hoover and G Men in "YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH IT"

Tuesday — Pat Day
CLAIRE TREVOR AND MICHAEL WHALEN
"TIME OUT FOR ROMANCE"
Wed. and Thurs., April 21 & 22

YE PRIMP SHOP

Lovely is the Word
For the new exquisite formal;

E-specially Designed
By Zwick's
For Spring

SPECIAL
0.1 Permanents . . . $3.00
YE PRIMP SHOP

LOVE IS NEWS
THERE WAS A LITTLE GIRL,
WHO NEVER HAD A DATE.
AND SO SHE NEVER HAD A DATE.
TO YE PRIMP SHOP SHE WENT,
JUST AS SHE SPENT,
NOW HER PHONE RINGS EARLY AND LATE.

Love is the Word
For the new exquisite formal;

Zwick's Ladies' Store
"STORE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
SOUTHERN NET SQUAD DOWNS CAPE, 7-2

Although handicapped by the loss of Newton Ekdahl, injury, and a sprained knee, new skipper Joe Brown is doing more than might be expected with the Cape Wildcats, 72.

The only Cape returnee is the spirited Dick DePpe, who was a regular starter last year and was one of the key men to make Cape noted. The fourth man to be named with the Ekdahl and Todd Phillips, 10-7, coming from the football team.

Ch. Pooschke,6oucher's, elder son of Alex Pooschke, a high school senior, was with a two Tone radio, which he purchased from a Shaver Hardware sale. The sale was held last Friday night.

Zi Clay will play football a season, in addition to basketball, through an unusual proposition. A son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry Zi Clay, he was in his first year at Cape High School last season.

SPORTS FLASHES

BY BENJAMIN BALDWIN

The New York Yankees have also signed a deal with the Yankees, and they plan to use the Yankees in the future.

Since the depression, the Yankees have not won a single game. The Yankees are up against the St. Louis Cardinals, the team that was the main rival of the Yankees in the 1920s.

Although high school baseball has been a big hit, only a few schools have been able to compete with the Yankees. The Yankees have won six state championships in the past five years, and they have been the only team to win a state championship in the past five years.

Another factor in being ranked above all others is the fact that the Yankees have the best players in the country. The Yankees have won six state championships in the past five years, and they have been the only team to win a state championship in the past five years.

SOUTHERN TRACK

SQUAD INVADES E. I. S. SATURDAY

Southend High School's track team has been in the news recently. The team has been invited to compete in a meet at East Side High School on Saturday. The meet will feature teams from Southern Illinois and the surrounding area.

The meet will be held at 4 p.m. and will include events such as sprints, hurdles, and relays. The team is looking forward to the meet and hopes to perform well.

SOUTHEND GYM TEAM ROSTER

James Lanner

JUNE MILLER

JUNE MILLER MEETS SOUTHERN IN TENNIS MEET

A tennis meet will be held at the Stables of the Stables Restaurant on April 2. The meet will feature matches between members of the Southern Illinois University tennis team and teams from other colleges in the area.

The meet is open to the public and will be held from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. The teams will play singles and doubles matches, and prizes will be awarded for the winners.

The meet will be a great opportunity for fans of tennis to see some of the top players from Southern Illinois University and other colleges in the area.